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One way to individualize and meet differences of preschool and elementary

school age children 'is through movement education. Each child perceives and
responds to problems presented and questions posed inhisiner own ways. As
such, there.is no one,way to proceed, many right responses,'-ample opportunities
for'success. Each child develops in the physical and motors areas and has
,opportunities to build self4enfidenece and improve self-concept phile having
fun.
.

Appreciation of individual differences is fastered as each child 'sees
hnd,experiences both directly and subtly that .thEre is more than one way to
do things there are many appropriate answers and solutions to the same
problem or question. Creativity and individuality are stimulated.

hovemtht education is a natural for meeting physical and motor meeds of
children with handicapp4ng conditions, regardless of type .Arici severity of
such conditions. Questions and problems can be structured moe carefully
and spedifically for children.who need such accomodations. Sophisticated
responses can come from simple questions or, problems while complex problaps
can elicit.sim5lesolutions. Emphasis of teacher or leader can determine
whether benefits are related to physical and motor fitness, fundamental

. motor skills and patterns, or sport skills.

A

Movement education is not an end or goal - it is a method, an approach,
an.eff%ctive technique for meeting unique needs an differences of every child.

. For example, children in wheelchairs can and do participate in activities in
which locomOtor movements And patterns are fundamental. When a child in a .

wheelchair walks, he/she wheels; running-simply may mean wheeling faster;
Sprinting still faster. A jump may be done by plZEing both hands on the
wheels at the same_time., For individuals with more functional abilities a
Jump may be executed by moving both wheels to see hop far one can go on a
single push or simply taking hands off the wheels, repeating in this alternate is

manner for a coordtgated series of jumps. Thrust on the wheels may be more
forceful sa'that a wheelchair literally jumps forward. Individuals with even

, more functional abilities because of lower level lOinal cord lesiols might
exercise po much force that front. wheels of the wheelchair jumps along. Some

indy)duals might physically jump back wheels of the chair acibss the floor,
while still others mightinterpret.a jump by popping a wheelie.

Hopping is a little different - one hand on one wheel followpd by the '

other hand on the other wheel, alternate pushes with different degises5of
intensity result in various types of hops in a wheelchair. dome individuals
hop so that one wheel and then the other comes off and remains of the floor.
The sky is thg limit when imagination and creativeness of students and teachers
are'challenged to insure 1,ndividual growth, development, and progress. , Only
the'imaglinatioqiof chii.dr71=Te;Tchers limit what can be accomplished
through movement.edueation. 1

. ,
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Susan Johnson, Division of Health, Safety, Physical Education, and
Emergency. P eparedness, Statp 'Department of Public Instruction, Raleigh,
North Carol a, has done a masterful job in developing this Practical ,
Eointei on movement education. Theory and prattice of,the method are
presented in clear and concise ways so that'information can be applied to
all. children, including those With handicapping condition's. Her superla-
tive treatment of.this topic isisuch that no special mention other than
the few words included in these acknowledgements is necessary-for applying
these ideas and the approach to children with handicapping conditions. This
represents individualization and mainstreaming at their very bestfr.

.

Both general thoughts and specific ideas expressed, in thl Practical
Pointer should serve as stimuli and motivators to all who review them. As

such this represents a beginning fiom which many more new and exciting .

movement vistas can be expldred and detrelued. Ways An which the important
movement foundation can be obtained and ernoyed b9 countless boys and girls, -
those with handicapping conditions as well as able-bodied have been
greatly enhanced by ,Susan'Johnson's interest in and concern for children,
and her-expertise, willingness, and ability to share With others. For
personal and professional contributions orthe greatest magnitude, we say
simply and sincerely, thankt and extremely well done: .

s-
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Jdlian'U. Stein
/

- Executive Director and Consultant
Programs-for the Handicapped
American Alliance for Health,
Physical Education, Recreation
and Dance
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To move is to be alive!'

Movement begins before birtharl&continuesthroughout life. It is
children's way of learning about themselves and the world about them. It

is their way of expressing themselves and communicating with others. It
is learning by doing.

(-Today with-increased emphasis on providing learning expetiences which
mit childreh to take an active part in their own learning a program in°

movemient education is one important attempt to provide this type of learning.
Movement education is for all children including those with severe handicapping.
conditions. Children with diverse interests'and needs, abilities, and dis-
abilities can pArticipate successfully together. By its very natpre movement
education emphasizes individuality, fosters success, and stimulates "I Will"
and "I can" rather than "I won't" and "I can't. Each.child uiceives, explores,
and succeeds in his/her own ways.

WHAT IS OVEMENT EDUCATION?

Movement education is the base or foundation for physical education;
and physical education Lsthat part of a child's education which provides
skills, understandings, and experiences to manage ones.body efficiently and

effectively for life's activities - in and Chrough movement.,

As we continue to listen to childrea, observe and understand them, aa
provi learning experiences that help them grow and develop to their fullest
potentials, we must recognize that purpoJeful movement activities, play vital
roles in the life of #ach child. A. well ia.lanned physical education class is k

a daily lAorltory in every child's school day where many types of%learning
take place. %

The general goal of physical education is primarily concerned with
gr wth and development through selected movement experiences and physical
ac tvities. Specificgoals of-the program'in the elementary school' are
.to elp each child ...

come competent'in managing and 'controlling his/her body in a wide
v riety ?f si;uations;:

...develop and maintain suitable evels of physical fitnep;

...develop socially desirable behaviors;

...accgtire a desirable self-concept; and

...edsUy worthwhile leisure time activities.

I
/

a1

MI

r
A carefully designed program of movement experiences also supports on-'

going goals of the entire elemefitary program. Some learnings closely related
to other areas of the school curriculum are to help children .1

1
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cm/Understand more about themselves and the world around theta;

...communicate wjth others; ` .2
. s .

.

...cooperate and compete;. i
.

.., develop self-coniideneerand self-Worth;

listen and follow directions;

...extend.the vocabulary;

...make decisions, think, discover, and solve problems;

...experience the joy and fun that come through successful performances;

s
...understand and control emotions;

...creat and

...express ideas and feelings.

These learnings are necessary if.we help each child become all he/she
is capable of becoming.

.
.

Thia Practical Painter does not represent an entire physical education
program for young children, but we hope it helps teachers have better under:
standings of movement education and implicationg.for all learning. Suggestions,
for activities are ideas that may be included in programs for children each
taChes. .

Elements of Movement

1

.

. In developing movement competency, each child is le a
can do, where and how it can move, and with whom or what

sail move in relatidhship to other people or to objects.
I involve elements of space, time, force, and flow.

Space is area needed for movement. There are basica
personal, surrounding the individual and used when in a s
and general: that thich'one can move through or into.

*Space ipv Ives .

rning what the body
objects the body
These experiences

try two kinds -
tationary position,

- forward, backward( sideward, upWard, downward
circular, straight, zig-zag, piisted;

- ..

..levels - high, medium, low;

(4
...sizes - large, small;

.

'r
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..,shapes - round, straight, twisted, curled; and

...patterns - circles, squares, triangles, figure eights,
and others.

* Time 4efers to speed o movement - s/C, medium, fast, sudden, smooth,
sustained..

* Force means amount of st flgth needed for certain Movements- light,
heavy, strong, weak, tight. I

* Flow refersoco sequence or transition from one movement or pOsition
to another.

Basle- Skills-r. .1$

The four elements of-movement are best applied ;0 basic sitcills,7'locomotor,
non-lodomotor, and manipulative skills. These fo the foundation for all
activities in the physical education program - rhyt 14, games,, stunts, and

apparatus activities,. 1*

* Locorotor skills take a person frigm one space to another and include
walking, running, jumping, homi6g, leaping, skipping, sliding, crawling,
and various combinations of these activities.

* Non-Lecomotor skills include those ;Mich a child does in space and may
involve the whole body or various parts. They include twisting, turning, .

stretching, cutling, 'bending, swinging, swaying, bouncing-, pushing, ..-

pulling,and combinatioga of these.

* Manipulative skills are used when a child handles some kind of play
equipment or objects such as balls, ;apes, hoops, bean bags, tires,
ad'infinitum. Most pf thesd skills involve,the hands and feet; '

however, other parts bf the body can be uggd. These skills inclu e,
throwing, catching, striking, kicking, batting.

Whin loccimotor, non-locomotor, and manipulative skills are combined or
put toglther they develop into specfic skills for games, rhythms, gymnastics,
and other physical education activities. Suggested activities involving
elements of movement and basic skills beginning on Page 10 are designed for
children ofArimary grades. In developing a program for middle, and upper
grade boys and girls, consideration should be given tomovemenf experiences
that lead to competencies in spetfic skills in team and individual sports,
gymnaitics, aquatics, and other physical educatidn.activities.

PLANNING THE PROGRAM
6

In planning movement learning experienFes for children,.a teacher must
have an understanding of each child withka. the gro ing taught. One must

a

7
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recognize that children learn best when experiences are persorially-meaningful
and that each has his/her own ways, rates, and styles of learning. In efforts
to seek individual expression frqm children a teacher needs.to

1I
Determine where the children are in their abilities to move,
handle their bodies. Do they have balance? coorglination?4

strength? agility? flexibility? endurance?

. Develop specific per formance objectives based on needs of each child.

. Plan activies that help children accomplish performance
4Objectives.

. Observe and analyze progress of each child.

. Reinforce learning experiences in other instructional periods
during,the school day.

. Develop a systematic way of providing for and keeping track of
individual tasks and progress.

Organizing. the Class

Traditionally, physical education has.utilize d lines, circles, ands
other'means of.organizing classes for activities. By contrast, movement
education stresses freedom of movement in that each child is moving within .

a designateTspace either alone, with a partner, or in a group.

.It is not a time when children do as they please. They are taught, '

..to assume responsibility,,listen, and move about safely without interfering
with the work and enjoyment of others.

Objectives and planned movement experiences determine how class should
be organized. Space and amount-of equipment and supplies available affect

,.approaches a teacher can and wil4 use.

if space isiadequate, the w4.e class should participate at the same .

time. The teacher.usually asks children to find space of their own, within a
designated area, and scatter about so that they do not touch anothqr person
or obstacle. If space is'limiCed, as it sometimes is.in a classroom or on
a stagA, the class may be divided into groups. One grapparticipates for
a designated time while others obserme - then rotate groups. If at all

possible; glastes should be held in an area large enough for the whole
class to be involved in the planned lesson.

Amount of equipment sand supplies also enters into class organization.
If items such as balls, jump ropes, and hoof's are limited, use a circuit type
approach with one group working with balls, one group with ropes, and one
group on the balance beam., Groups rotate within the class time./

Occasionally-let the children choose their activities. Choices should
be limited tf aclivites and movements children have already experienced and

V
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as they are able to tork independently they may rotater from one activity

to another.
,

There may be times when the class pl4ys games, does rhythms, or

stunts that have structured movements involving siec1fic skills and direct' ns.

Teaching/i3rocedures

A problem solving approach is used predominately in movement educatio0.
Problem solving allows a child Co put things together and be his/her own

discoverer. The problem%is set'by the teacher and answered by the children

through movement. The teacher does not demonstrate but lets each child-explore

and invent responses. The teacher carefully .selects content and presents

problems in ways that assure suc ssfui experiences for all children.

Steps involved in teaching a bon in movement to children include -

. Present the problem--What is the child to do? Where is he/she

to move? How is he/she to move? Use lead-in phrases such as
"Show me," "See how ear," "Do this another way." Be sure children

untlerstand language used., ,

. Give childrenstime.to explore, oetOrk out solutions to each

problem or task given then:

. Refine or improve movementsperformance. Help children do

movements well. Keep challenging them to do better.

POt movement patterns togeser in sequences, move from one

movement to another.

. Use movements learned in some activity, such as a game,

or gymnastics to ektend the l7rning experience.

Teaching Hin ts

Before the-lesson provide childre n with ample room to move; set definite

Standards and limits. For example. "You may use all the space, but may
not touch anyone or anything."

4

. involve children in arranging the room and equipment for the class.

..Eggablish one contain signal when the children Are-to start and stop
on an activity. A whistle maybe used or words like Go and Freeze.

_

. Plan for all, the children to be active as much of the lesson time as
possible--no standing or waiting turns..

, If inside, have children remove articles of clothing that hamper
movement--swesters,kshoes, so'ckg. --/

4

. ..

During the lesson make activities purposeful, enjoyable, challenging,
and suitableitt growth patterns and needi of the Au group. ...--

. Present the activity or problem.in a simple to complex, progression.

9
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- Don't move too fast. .Build on the previous lesson plan and int Educe
one or two elements at a time.

, .

. Include in each lesson movemepts that teq uire use of all major parts
of the body -Meet, arms, legs, phoulders, trunk, spine.

. Help children develop good listening habits - expect full attention.

Keep discussion Cci):h minimum. ",tjvate and challenge children by
using lead-in' phrases--"Show me." Do take time to discuss new
terms and phrases.

. Correlate with other areas of the curriculum--art, music, math,
science, language arty. for.example, make vocabulary charts,
write original stories about movement, do pictures related to
movement activities.

.

. Know what you are looking for - observe and
.

analyze as you move
about the class. Help children develop quality in movement.

. E
4
ncburage children to find their own ways-at times use children,to
demonstrhte.

Encourage original responses to be gfferent from others - encourage.), .

children who are 'timid and clumsy. lw

. Give sincere,specific praise and encouragement, such as "You
jumped higher today." Make suggestions such as "Could you?"
"What would happen if you did this?" "Suppose you changed your
way"of doing that.".

Give opportunities for children to move with a partner, in a
asmall group.

. Continually eValuate. Help children evaluate their on performances.

. Have fun!

Follow up by repeating experiences from the previous lesson and givin&more
individualiztd,tomments as children move.

. Review words and terms k

. Evaluate the lesson with children. "WhZt did we learn that's
different?" "What was enjoyed themostr . .

I

PROGRAMS'
-

Evaluations
4

.00
Evaluation isthe responsib ility of every teacher. The goal is not only

(ri

10
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that an assigned task, the performance objective, has been accomplished, but
how far the child has progressed.

There is no class standard of achievement or'one uniform way of performing.
Each child's method of Solving a problem is accepted and encouraged as long
as behayior is constructive and positive. Both the child and the teacher
share in the evaluating process. The teacher can help the child recognize
not only how many activities can be done, but how well they are done.

The following questions may help the teacher evaluate progress of
,childreand decide net steps or learning tasks -

. Sere objectives of the lesson accomplished? If not, why notl

. Were all the. children actively plvolved in the lesson?

. Did each child move freely and with confidence?

. Did children ,explore new movements on their own?

. Was there time to talk and think about movement experiences?

. What resulted in the lesson and the evaluation with children that
should be included in the next lesson?

. Was there any parLicular behavior improvement in any child of ,

which I should make special note?

Without Equipment

EXAMPLE OF A LESSON PLAN

Learning Task. Travel on different parts of the body while using general space.

Performance Objectives. Each child sho.q.dbe able to -

. Move into space using different parts of the body

Control movemlents so as to start and stop on signal

Shpw awareness.of body parts

. Accept responsibility for avoiding collisions

. Listen while movIng

. Follow directions

Learning Experiences

. Move about the ,room using any b y parts chosen

41 ,



. Move, without touching anyone.

. Stop when hearing the signal stop& freeze.
,

. Go again using all empty space.

. Keep moving using another part of the body.

. Stop quickly holding position when,freeze is said.

. Move very fast - then very slow.

. In how many different directions can you move?

. Stop and name them - forward, backward, sideward, upward,
downward.

Observe and.Analyze

. How many differtnt parts of the bo4y are children using?

. Are they keeping away frail each other'? Ardthey moving into
empty spaces? .

. .

. Are they listening while moving?

DO.they stop on signal?

. .

. Can they hold stopped positions?

. Are ipermoving continuously?

Reinforce

0

Insist on habitual listening as they moire; speak in quiet tones.

Encourage continuous movement.

. Continue to move.into empty spaces without touching 'anyone.'

. Encourage frequent changes of body. parts.

Uii-mmvmmtleskills in a game if desirable,.

t.

Evaluation

. Did children accomplish the objective?

. Involve children'in the evaluation.

.10
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PREREQUISITES OF EFFIC/ENT:MOYEMENf :

. 'AND SCR ./EENING ACTIVITIES .. .

. . . . .
.... l

. .
To determine where Jhildren are in their abilities to handle their bodies --

.

a teacher must know Apt they can already do. Included here are a. few

i.

sqggebnions, along with prerequisites of efficient movement, that may be used
to screen chIldicp. These activities are usuallyZdone in regular physical

1'
education programs. If alldhildren withika class can do these activities

I'

or 'tasks, the teacher has a reference point al,p0:i.v kody control, Children
Oboe behaviors or activities are4not similar to.- 1 majority should be observed
more close*. The teacher should ask for 12.e12 from aospecialist in physical
Aducition po that furthpr diagnosis and plans

.
for improvement can be made.

., 1 .

i -'

d C.4 .

: Bolan' e,4
1.

. - ability to maintain a desired pieition of .the bod30
-whfther,in'a field positiod or'moving. .

.
. , - . I' ,.

y . -
.

. .
ACtivities

-

%. . Move between painted
.

lines on, floor. .. .,-

... Move forward, backward; fiidewprd on a lowibalahcw,beam.
.

..""
I ..

. Stand ten seconds_on one foot.' '

..,,,
44. ..

. Coordination - abAlity to combine a series of movements into
graceful apd efficient body management. ' %

'---

. Activities , -' C . ...:9!--- . 1 . ..' ,., .
1

. lyerMand
, it

. . ,

. Toss and catch a beanbag to self. .

. ...Throw ancircatcli:varlOps dizes of%halls from different
didtances. '

....

-

. Use a ball ittdchedtto the en of elOpe suspended from
the ceiling;.,follow -the ball .frith the eyes.as it swings

'back and forth. A A

;. Hit the swinging ball with the'hand (Large paddle).
*

4.4

a.,
.-Eye-Fobt

. Kick s Stationer/all.
', Kick a moving ball,

. Flexibility - range of movements in joints ofthehody.
.

Activities ,,,, .
. .

-. ...Climb to the top of a 'jungle gym and dawn.
. Stretih and maintain &wide position forltive seconds.

.

I,Agility - ability to change directions or body positions quickly
.:- without.losing-balance.,

.. t. .,
:. %leo*. 4

:.N\\ 4,

... E i I

*is

. I1
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Activities
. Run and change diieetions. e"
,. Run and dodge objects or people.

p. , Run and stop quickly. ,

-- C.-
.

,
. Start and stop quiekly'on_a signal.

. Stiengih - amount of force neededfor the; activity to be done.

Activ ities

. Stand and dump -the distance of ovn,height..

. Hold body weight while hanging from a'horizontal ladder.

. Endurance - amount of effort needed for an activity over aperiod
of time. .r

Attivities
77EWTTITE a. short distance without undue fatigue.

. Relaxation - reduction of tension in the muscles after an activity.

Activities .

es Sway and swing r'thmically So music: tt,

MOVEMENT EXPERIENCES

.

The following suggestions of challenges and. problems
elements of space, time, force, and flow and basic skills
locomotor, and manipulative activvtties. These suggestions
a total program but are intended as idea's for experieneed
in a program based on specific performance objectives for

1 mena
Following are some challenges and problems involving elements of move-,

P

Space .

irr4
Find a space on th for your very own where yOuswill not touch

-Anyone.'

. How tall can you make yourself? How small? .in this same space?

in movement include
in locomotor, non-
do not represent
which can be used
children

. f

. Who can make a lo , lowbridgd? A higtir short-one? -- in this'isame

space?

Move forward (b
.4

.1
on'the flooriake a round (angular, straight, twisted) shape --

in this same spec

. .

kward, sideward, in a circle) -- in this same space.

Ps
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Force

. How quietly can you walk? Bow heavily?

. How would ypu walk against a strong wind?'

Time

-14-

r

. Hake your muscles feel.very strong (weak).

. Show how you would lift a heavy (light) object.

. When you are angry,, how would you move?

. Let me see how fast (slow) you can move about without bumping into
anyone.

Moveabtut, changing your speed from East to slow (faster, still faster).

?Move very fast (slow) without leaving your space..

1 . Move one part of you very fast and another very slow.

r.

'Flow

. .

How slow can you move'iii a circle? How fast?

. Wa into forwStd roll, then get up and walk again Without stopping.

Balance three (four, five, six) parts of your body, then with
a smooth m ement change to three (four, five, six) other parts.

Followng are some challenges and problems invol4ing locomotor skills.

Falking

. Walk among your classmates in a large (small).area withou touching
any of them.

. How fast (slow) can you walk?

. How few (many)..steps can you take to walk from one place to another?

. Who can walk backward? Sideward?

1

. How quietly can you walk? How heavily?

. Walk athigh level while your hands are very low.

. Walk at a low level while your hands' are very high.

'

15
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.
. Change your level, direction, speed, and force while walking.

Who can spell.out his/her name While.walking?

Ink of other ways to walk.

Runn ing N.,

.1

Who can run, weaving in anglput among classmates without touching
anyone, in i large'are;? In a much Idler area?

. How fast can you run? 'How Brow? din You' run alternately fast
and slow? Slow and fast?

% ' . '

. Howtall can you run? *.4 low? Can you run alternately tall and/
low? Low and tall? y .

?Who can .run very heavily? QuietlyttAyou run alternately
heaviIy,land quietly, ?,` ,"

. Can yott run in.a straight.(zig-zagged, cr ced line to an
imaginary goal?

. Who can ruu backward? 'Sideward? SAd ward a different way?

. Can ybu run with a partner while hpldink each Other's hands?

. Can,,you run while carryiug a parther.On your back?
4

Who can run alternately fas , 4,, high, w, zig-zag, direct,
quietly,, and noisily?' (Start wi two and work up to four, five,
six or motes) '

,/

Shims? me how you can run yithout goof nj here.

, 'SCan yob think of other ways to run?

Jumping . (L.

I.

. In your own space and standing still; how high can you jump?
How-low? Sldw? Loud? Fast?

. How high can you jump and, land without making a noise? How heavily.

can you land?
AO

. How fat can you jump while standing still? With a run?
.

re;
How fai can you jump thile holding your partner's hand?

- -

With your parfWer biinedown, can you
touching him/her? 'Cad you 4o this if
and knees? :Oyu two partners? .

-

.4

,"

t.

jump over him/her without
he/she gets on his/her hands

16
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. Jump in the air and tiirn completely around; landing4on your same
spot.
D

. How far tin you jump when you are in a low pos

.4

. Jump from onefoot'and land.on'two feet.

. How far can youjump backward?

. Think of Other way tr jump.

Hopping

P

Hop and make t. circle.

A

. Hipp on one foot and spell your first name then h9p on the other
foot and spell your last name.

Let me see hiw fast you can hop. How slow.

. How few tops can you take to15ove from one place to.another?
How many bops can you take? /

/Hop while.you are in a very low position. Crooked position.

Who can hop backward? Sidewar0.

. "How many different directions can you hop?

dange the upper level of your body while hopping.
1.4

. How quietly can yon hop? How,louAdly?'. Hop alternately quietly
and loudly: ,

4

. Hop on one foot, then change to the other. Hop high, low, fast,
slow, changihg directions, quietly.

4

. What other w' can you hop?

Skipping
a-

Can
.

. Skip fast. Slow. High. Low. Can you chan e frO'm fast to slow,
high to low? .

. Change you*r direction when yoOskip.

. Skip backward. Sideward.

. Who can skip and make t1 square? Circlet

Spell'your name while skipping.
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4.' $ tgp among your classmates without bumping into anyone in.a large
area. 'Snail area:

- .
.

' . How quietly can you skip? Noisily? %

. How can you skip in many directions while facing only in one or
two directions? . .

.-Skip with a partner. Two partneis.

. How few skips can you take fresh one prat to another?

.,What other ways can you skip?

Leaping. /
I

1
. Leap in different.directions without bumping into a partner.

. Leap backward. Sideward.

-

. How high can you leap? Jim low? 11ow quietly can you land?..

. Who can leap and make a circle? Figure eight?
4

*Leap with atpartner. Two partners..

.

. Leap with one part of your body low and another part high.

. Leap with the opposite app and leg forward. Rtiverse positions on

.the next leap.

. Show other ways you cad leap.

lidin

. Show how fast. you can slide. Hpw slow.

. Show how low you can make yourself when u slide. How high.(
al,

. How noisy can you,..bn-when you slide? How quiet?
'

. Slide 'in more than one direction.
... .

. How maly slides can you take
/
from your sphce to the nearest wall?

How f ? . *

r

. Turn dideward to the left and slide. To the right.

. Who can slide backward?

. Who can turn.aromid while sliding? .

. Who can spell, the namkot.the schoolwhile sliding'

(ra

I 18
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Who'can spell the name of the'CitY (state) while sliding?

. Show me other ways you can slide.

Gallo ping

. Who can gallop with,a par tner? Two

Who can gallop backward?

How low can you gallop. How high?

partners?

. How ,puny different directions can you gallop without, touching a0one?

0
. How quietly can you gallop? How loudly?

. 411op in a circle. Square.

. How many gallops do you need to go
to the other?

N What other ways can you gallop?

Following are some challenges and

ore '

Stretching

How high can you stretch?

4

from one end of the gymnasium

problems involving non- locomotdr skills.

How wide?

How far can you,stretch in attempting to
thrown to you?

. Stretchwhile standing on on leg.

. Stretch while lying on your back.

What other ways can you stretch?

'Bending

r

field an imaginary ball

On the othl r le

Side. Stomach.

. How.far can you bend without falling forward?

. Bend and touch the floor with one hand.
hand. Both'hands and your head.,,

Bend forward and put your

Hawnwould you bend if you

Bend so that four pats of
Short, hi'gh bridge. Long,

Backward? Sideward?

Both .hands. One' lag and one

arms and head between your legs.,

were pushing a heavy object?

your body make.a high bridge. tojk.bridge..

low bridge.

10
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N, c
. . What other ways earl you bend?

. .

Twisting - 4

I

. ..
. . .s
. Find a very twisted position.

/
. Can you be twisted in another way?

. .r
)

CanJOU move while in a very twisted position?

. with a partner, how twisted can both of you get?

. Who can make various letters in the alphabet such as S Ihd Z by
d

'twisting the body?

. What:other ways can you be fwisted?

Swinging

.Swing one-part of your body.

. Who can swing two parts?

..Swing your whole body.

. Swing with a partner. Two partners.
A

Swing with two partners facing outwardi.

What other ways can you swing?

I

ti

Following are some challenges and problemsinvolvjng manipulative skills.

Ball Handling

, . Bounce the ball and keep it waist high. C
. Now take the ball dow6 to a very low bounce., <I
Change hands and keep the ball bouncing just as low with this hand.
This time, how long can you go while bouncing th ball?

. Try bouncing the ball while looking away from the ball. Try dot to
peek, , .

. . .

. Now, move among your friends without bumping while bouncing thelball.
You may have to look around now and then tolavoL4impumping.

. Bounce the ball on the ground and catch it Befoftkit bounces agadn
,

. Try this many times. AP .

. How high can'you toss the ball, catching it heforeiit bounces?

. Place the ball on the ground. find a way to goover the ball without
touching it.

4

2
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. Try this several times, changing the way }rim go. over Eheball each

time. 1
. How can you get the ball from your feet.to your parther's hands?
Show me if you can volley theball with your hands many times. .

Count the most number of times you can volley the ball in succession.
Place the ball on the grouted and gently kick It with the inside of
one foot and then the inside of the other foot.
Repeat' this, walking faster if you can. Lobk up: toffee 'where you are

If you have been able to keep the ball quite close to you while
dribbling with your feet, practice dribbling while running:

Hula Hoops ,

Roll your hoop and keep itfrom falling over.
. While the hoop is rolling, make it turn without having to stop it.

`. Who can spin his/her hoop like an egg beater?
,

How can you throw the hoop on the ground so that it will return
to you? Try several ways.

Throw the hoop high in the air and catch it before it lands.
, While rolling your hoop,*junap through it
Make the hoop turn circles while it is around an arm..While around
the neck. While around a foot.

. While holding the hoop, use it as a jump rope.

. Who can jump into a hoop held by alpartner? Let your partner try.

. Can you and' your partner throw a hoop back and forth to'each other?
See if you can throw your hoop.so that your partner is in the middle .

of it.

Batons (Wands)

Balance your bAton on the ground - turn,around and catch it before
it- falls.

,. Balance the baton on the palm of the hand'. Two fingers One figer.
Balance the batonin a new way.

. Turn around while balancing the baton.
Balance the baton on your foot:

. Balance the baton on your chin.

Stilts

4

Placepoth feet on the stilts and balance for three counts.
.

/ : Balanee for more than three counts. f
''',,.: U4 v, can you take one step?

...
, . Wbb can take twcsEeps before dismounting?

She if each time you attempt walking.you can increase number of steps.
4

. Walk backwards. .
...-

A.
Who can cross their feet over.whtle stepping sideward?
How fong-can you balance on one stilt before-placing the other one on

the ground?
A

22
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Rope Skills. Many of the following ac,iivities can be used with a Chinese.
Amp rope.

. With the rope id in a straight line on the floor, Walk it as if
it were a tig t rope.
Can you do t is while movitig backward?

. Who can walk the tight rope with-his/her eyes shut?

. Jump from side to sideracross the rope without touch %he rope.

. Show me if you can hop from aide to side' without to Ching the rope.

. Straddle the rope, jump in the air,,turn around, and land on your
feet straddling, he rope. '

. Lay your rope in the pattern of a circle. Get inside the circle,
taking up as much space as possible, without hanging over the edges.

.. Make several little circles with your rope. Put body part in
each circle and balance.

. If your rope were shaped as the 'letter V, could y00%Z.imp over the
V without touching the rope.

. See how close you can come to jumping or leaping over the widest
part of thq V.

Climbing Ropes

. Jump up, catch the rope, a d hold for five seconds.

. How can you lock your an s around the rope and climb?
. Can you climb without usi your feet?

Tics (Bicycle Tires)
i

sr

. Face a partner, grasp/tire with both hands, and pull.

. Stand sideward to each other, grasp the tire with one hand, and pull.

. StandWeward to each other, grasp the tire with one hand, lift one
leg, and while hopping, try to` -pull the opponent toward you.

Stand in the tire, back-to-back, then hold the tire at hip level,
and walk away from your opponent.

. Find other uses for the tire.

Inner Tubes (Truck Size)

4

q ...loll the tube to a line and back. 40o can do it in the shortest
time? ,

. Roll the tube.rather,than throw..1 ball for*dodge ball.

. Push the tube to make it roll between two pbjectq such as chairs,
cardboard boxes, or bowling pins.

- Stand on a horizontal tube and jum as fat as you can.
. Hay follow the leader with sev tubes:"

Beanbags ,

. Run, skip, stride, hop, gallop, and jump betVeen beanbags.

. Draw circles or letters in the air with a beanbag.

4

22
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. Throw and catch while walking, running, jumping, and squateing.
Play catch wiph a partner in diffirent positions:*

. Find different uses for the'beanbir"

Horizontal Ladder

."Go hand overhand across the ladder.
G4 across the ladder with your legs in -A sitting position.

. Go across someway you have never gone before-
,. Who can hang 20 seconds? 30 seconds?

Horizontal Bar ,4

. Hang from the

. While hanging

Turning Bar

. Pull yourself under the bars and then over the top.
Go backwards with one leg over the bar.

. Can you skin the cat?

ar with just your kne!s.
Xrcmrlour kndes, swing tipto catth the bar.

Table or Vaulting Box

. Find a way to get on the table.

. Do a stunt on the table,'

. Go across the table on your stomach and dismount from that position.

. Touch your heels, whilejumping off.

. Jum off the table and land lightly.

Hurdles. May be detergent bottles.

ti

4 . Runlitnd_cleAr all the huddles. .

f
: Leap each hurdle.

. Scatto-the hurdles and move from one to the othetchanging your
way of moving each time.

Balance Bd a, 'Balance Beim, Or Walking Board

. As youwalk across the board, Lounce a ball in front of you and
catch it.

. Find another way to move and stillskeep balance!

. Balance on one foot.

. Walk slowfy across the board touching heel againbt toe.

. Walk across the board, turn without stepping ofif. '

. Go across to the middle, turn and go backward the rest of the way'.

Bench

. Find a way"to go to the end of.the bench on your stomach. On yo r

back.

1'

c.

4
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t
....

. -
..,

. ../ .

Vault across using only-hands on
.

bench.
. Walk like a dog on the bench. ,

Roll a'basketball on top of the bench.
\; .

. Find different Vays to move from one end of the bench to the
othe r -while straddling the bench.

-,1..

) SUPPLIES. AND EQUIPMENN. .4,

del''
;. / An adequate amount of teaching supplies and equipment is essential if

. .

children are to have the chance to accomplish learning tasks planned for
.thek. .Items needed:should be provided by the school in quantitied that allow
maximum participation for all children within a class. Much of the equipment
Can be made or'improvised. A central storage area for supplies and equipment
is recommended. Items include - :

'Supplies - one of each of the following-for every child in a class:

..Beanbags - different shapes and colors.

. %Jump ropes individual 7 to 8 feet long.

. Playground type balls - may be plastic.

. Wands or canes - mop or broom.4handres 36 to 42 inches long.

. Detergent bottles.

. Hoogs - may be. made from plastic water tubing.

. Yarn'balls or sqck balls.

. Long jump ropes - 14 to 16 feet long; one for every 6 to 10 children.

//'
equipment. .04

. Mats - 4 x 6 feet (2).
r /

. Balance beam - 4 inches x 4 inches x 10 feet and 12 inchesx 18 inch es
high (2).

. Wooden boxeh - 18 inched x 24 inches x 14 inches - one for every 10
children.'

. Wooden benches - one for every 19 children.

.

1

Woq4en blocks or cones -- 12 to 18 inches high to ldy-wands or cane's_
across (8 to 10)./-

Saw horses for support of ladders and planks - atleast two.

Heavy wooden able (1).

/24
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. Leaders (1)

. Cleated planks (2 to 4)

-24-

Climbing ropes 12 to 14 feet high (2) '

Low turning bars 30 to 36 inches high, 6 feet long (2-4) ,

. Wal/kling logs - old telephone poles several)

"
. Cargo nets (1)

. Old tires and inner tubes (several)

. Bounding boards 2 feet x 6 feet made with 314 incbjlyboard (2-4)

. Record'player1(1)

.

Recordings (several)

\ . Parachut# (1)
. . ,

.

\ Tambourine'cinmall .percussion instrument (1) -,
,..

. Horizontal ladder (1)

Horizontal bar (1)
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FILMS

And So They Move. 1960: (16mm, B&W, 20 minutes) Audio Visual 'Center,
Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan, 48824.
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. Fun with ParaChUtes. 1968. .(16mm$ sound, color, 11 minutes) _Documentary
Films, 3217 Front Gulch Road; Aptos, California, 9543.

Learning Through Movement. 1966. (16mm, B&W, sound, 32 minuteb) S-L Film
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k
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Movement Education. 1968. (16mm, color, sound, six films, 25-40 minutes .
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Basic Movement; Body Awareness; Manipulative Activities; Functional Fitness.
8mm film loops. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 680 Forrest Road,
N.E., Altlanta, Georgia,10312. 1969.
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INTERS.
A new senes'oliblicotionS pray iding kinctional, Lew -to-do- it
infOrmation about physical education, recreation, sports< and
related aetiv Ay areas involving impaired, disabled, and

handicapped persons. Theyvcohfas in: iv, ' \
Q 0 .

,

ideas )c) assist in using various activities to meet unique needs of indiv ;uals with different
, . hipdicapping.conditions,

v
,

adaptations. modifications, and creative approaches that have been successful] y used in ongoing
prograths, and ,

idegs tuistimu late creativeness to find new and innovative ways of meting needs of participants
ih either. special or regular programs and activities. The following issues in the Practical
Pointers" series are now available (each is 8Y2 x 11, 12-16 pp.):

it

Se.

Volume I \

Developmen tal Purposes of Commercial
Games 401) 4245-26090)

Circuit and Station Activily Approaches
(02) (245.26128)

Rhythmic Activities for Children
103)(265.26130)

Creative Dramatics 1 #4) 4245-26132)
Adapted Equipment or PhysicatActonties

(ifS)(245-26134)
Educ Programs (06)

(245.26136)

Volume II

The Assessment Process in Recreation
with Severely and Profouqdly Retarded
Populations t# 1)1245.263*

Inexpensite Arts and Crafts for Everyone
( #2)1245-26366)

Reaeilion Programming Hierarchy with
Severely and Profoundly Retarded
Populations1413) 1245.26424)

rr

Individual Education Programs. Methods
of Individualizing Physical Education
107)1245-261561

Mainstreaming the Physically
HandicappeaStudent f%Team Sports
(#8)(245-26158)

Individual Education Programs.
Assessment and Evaluation m Physical
Education (#9)(245.26160)

sb

Tips on Mainstreaming. Dos and Dent's
, in Action Programs it 1011245- 26240)
RopeActivities for Fun, f line's. & Tonics

(# tl 45-26242)
Making Using Puppets

(#12) 245.262441 r
Teacher e Adapted Devices for

%Arc , Badminton, and Table Tennis
7li#13) 45-26330) _

eyeaching Devices
(#141(245:26330

.16

Organizing paydays and Large Growl
Activities (M) ft4 5.264 26 )

'Innovative Perceptual Motor Activities
( #5) f24 5.26428 )

Weight Training for Wheelchair Sports
( #6)(245.264 54 )

Principles and Practices for Championship
Performances in Wheelchair Track
Events (#7)(243.26504)

Desk.and Chair Activates for Fun and
Fitness 103 )04546506)

Dance for Students with Orthopedic
Conditions--PopulariSquare/Folld
ModerrVBallet ( #9)(245.26508 I

Sport Adaptations for Unilateral and
Biloteral Upper-Limb Amputees °

OP 101 (245-26510)

,

Volume III
Adaptive Devices for AqualicActivit

(01)(245.1;6630)
Independent Swimming for Chi

ith

Severe Physical Impairment
(#2) (245.26632)

Innovative Perceptual Motor Activities.
Proparnon Techniques that Work
(03) (245.2

Trampoline Actiiit or Multiple
Handicapped Inds
(#4) (245.26686) .

Leisure Counseling and Drug Addiction
(#5)(245.26688)

p
____sVolume 1

Outdoor and Adventure Programs.
Compenenting Individual Education
Programs and Treatment Plan
Objectival 1# 613145-26848)

Therapeutic Recreation service in
hychlatry: Elements of..
Communkition and Assessment
(02) (245.26850)

Fifty Positive Visor Exercises
(#6) (2454t690)

Principles nd Practices for Championship
Perfole in Wheelchair Field

/vents (#7)(245.26692)
Innovative Developmental Physical'.

Activities for Early Childhood and
Special Educatioll students
( #8)1245- 26694)

Movement Discovery: linking the
Impossible to the Possible
(

..

Motor Development,R0fays
OP 10) (245. 26736)

Implications of Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act as Related to
Phitacal Educatidn Instruction,
Personnel Preparation, Intramural,
and Interscholastic /Intercollegiate
Sport Programs (if 1 1) (245-26738)

Individualized Leisure Programs for
Disabled Persoml#1 2) 1245-26740)

Adipting Aquatic Circuit Training for
Special Populations 011.3)1245 26852)

Organizing and Implementing Sex
Education Programs for Students with
Handicappingconditions
(#4) (245.26854)

Making Outdoor May Areas Usable for All
Children (#5)(245.26856)

c

'27

We Killed That 46)1245 268581
Exercise for Retirees 47) 1245-268601
Movement Exploration as a Technique*

Teaching Pre-Swimming Skill to
Students with Developmental Delos
(4)(24516862) '
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A booklet prepared
to assist teachers,
parents, and others Who
are in contact with blind
or visually impaired infants.
Contains suggestions which
will be helpful in assisting
these children, early in their
lives, to,grow and learn like other children.
1978 80 pp (245-26174)
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An outstanding sequel to "Get A Wiggle On". /
411,
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Additional suggestions for helping visually hakicapped children who havc; gotten a wiggle on.

For prke and order Information.wnte:

. AAHPERD Promotion Department
- 1900 Association Drive .

tieston, VA 32091
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